New England Thinstones

Cambridge Tan Mosaic

Real Stone • Real Thin • Real Simplesm

From fieldstone, weathered over years, to granites and smooth river rounds, we gather a variety of organic
blends, dramatic textures and distinctive tones to produce the finest selection of veneer stone available.
Our natural thin stone veneer is genuine New England stone harvested from mountains, fields, woodlands,
and quarries

Aspen
Ashlar

New England Thinstones currently offers 14 colors and tones in up to 4 styles each. From new commercial
construction to residential renovations, our veneer stone is perfectly suited to a wide array of interior and exterior
applications....from fireplaces, interior surfaces or facades to wine cellars, chimneys or foundation cladding.
At New England Thinstones, we harvest the stone and procure it ourselves, selecting only the finest available
in New England. We use the latest and most advanced cutting technology available, producing perfect
corners and flats finished with a consistent profile and industry leading proportions.
Increasing numbers of masons, builders and homeowners are discovering the substantial labor and time
saving benefits of using natural veneer stone rather than much denser full dimension stone. Cladding with
Thinstones also reduces the need to use structural footings, and Thinstones offers the advantage of approving
the final wall layout prior to installation. Constant efficiency improvements in our production process have
enabled us to become price competitive with manufactured stone products, until recently thought of as the
only cost effective option.
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Depending upon how it is cut, our thin stone offers a variety of unique looks and characteristics, ranging
from rustic to refined. Our thinstone is durable and naturally suited to any climate conditions.
Ashlar

In addition to natural New England Thinstones we also offer options in antique thin bricks, pavers or
Belgian blocks and provide services for veneer stone projects with customized specifications. Flagging,
treads, and larger slabs are available to match most of our Thinstones line.
Freight costs are significantly reduced because our product is thin by nature, enabling us to ship up to five
times the face coverage of conventional stone per truckload, bringing the warmth of authentic New England
stone to all corners of the country.
Our sturdy pallets can be stacked 3 high,saving precious space
on challenging jobsites. Our exclusive option of tote packaging is
a great advantage for interior projects or buildings with elevator
access.
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Packaging:
Flats:
200 sq. ft./pallet
100 sq. ft./pallet
50 sq. ft./pallet
8 sq. ft./box/tote
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Corners:
50 linear ft./pallet
8 linear ft./box/tote
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New England Thinstones is 100% natural stone. Shade and color
variations are to be expected.
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For detailed technical specifications, data, photos and video
please refer to our website.
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It’s all about the corners... A common refrain from experienced stonemasons underscores the importance
of a well proportioned corner precision cut to ninety degrees. The corner piece is the first to be installed
and ultimately sets the bar for the standard of the finished work. Corners cut by hand on a table saw are
limited in size, often not squared and will likely break if sawn with an over-cut.
We use an automated corner saw,the only one of its kind in the country, with two blades set at right
angles to one another capable of producing twenty inch long pieces with a consistent thickness.
The larger the piece, the more options a mason will have to resize and reshape it.

New England Thinstones

New England Thinstones announces
the introduction of our new and exclusive
collection of Jerusalem Stone Veneers.
We are proud to have been selected by
A. Grebelsky & Son to be their importer and
distributor of the only Jerusalem Thinstone
veneer available in the United States.
A. Grebelsky & Son, founded in 1923 is the
oldest Jerusalem stone quarry, producing
some of the most sought after stone and
marble in the world.

Jerusalem Thinstones

homeowners across the country have
been specifying New England Thinstones’
traditional New England stone veneers
instead of full dimension stone to take
advantage of the significant savings in time,
material, freight and labor expenditures.

Their portfolio includes the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Bank of America
headquarters in New York. The Trump Hotel
& Towers in Chicago, HBO headquarters
in Santa Monica California and the Mass
Maritime Academy in Massachusetts.

Until now Jerusalem Stone has been considered
exclusive and cost prohibitive, to be specified
only when compromise in aesthetics is not an
option. However, by making it available in natural
thin veneer form, New England Thinstones will
bring Jerusalem Stone, one of the more favored
elements of high end architects and builders,
within reach of many more projects.
This unique stone lends itself to many interior
and exterior environments, both residential
and commercial.

Jerusalem Stone is famous for its
understated style and elegance, and its
origins evoke a symbolism that resonates
with culture and history.

By keeping a large Jerusalem Stone inventory
in our Connecticut facility, turn around and
delivery times are kept to a minimum
anywhere in the U.S.
All colors and blends shown are available
in all cuts. We also supply Jerusalem Stone
finished in forms other than thinstone.
Jerusalem Stone is 100% natural stone.
Shade and color variations are to be expected.

Increasing numbers of architects, builders and

All colors and blends shown are available in all cuts.

Jerusalem White Gold • Rect. Saw Cut

Jerusalem Gray Gold • Rect. Hand Finished

Jerusalem Gold • Sq. & Rect. Saw Cut

Jerusalem Blend • Mosaic

Jerusalem Gray Gold • Ledge Cut

Showroom: 278 Meadow Street, Fairfield, CT 06824 • Showroom: 545 Pepper Street, Monroe, CT 06468
Tel: 203.333.5300 • Fax: 203.330.0808 • Web: www.Thinstones.com • E-Mail: info@Thinstones.com

